
1. Curriculum Design

¢ Fostering top notch IP professionals with focus on the clinical study
∎ Fostering IP experts whose competence exceeds ordinary expectation, which has been focused on
semiconductor and mobile phone industries, and extends to the industries of strategic importance.
∎ Fostering global IP experts who can facilitate Korean firms to enter foreign markets and appropriate value.  

¢ Building a complete education system to foster IP professionals with global expertise
∎ Operating international programs to foster global experts – inviting renowned speakers from top tier US law 
schools, business schools, foreign governments, and multinational corporations.

¢ Composition of faculty with rich experience in IP practice
∎ Top level faculty members with diverse professional backgrounds and rich practical experience
∎ Inviting renowned guest speakers from top US law schools and law firms including Northwestern University, 
Sunstein Kann Murphy & Timbers LLP, etc.

¢ Offering a curriculum that integrates knowledge on science, technology, law, and management
∎ Close working relationship with affiliated organizations including government agencies, corporations, and law 
firms for faculty search, field trip, career development, etc.

2. Education Objectives of KAIST-MIP

  
¢ Optimized program operation through offering a curriculum for:

∎ IP Prosecution experts who will administer the whole IP prosecution from the R&D stage
∎ IP Litigation experts who will resolve domestic/global IP disputes through negotiation and litigation
∎ IP Management Experts who will add value through strategic development and commercialization of IP



¢ Committees, forums, and seminars
∎ Curriculum Review Committee

  - Periodic review of the curriculum to enhance its educational quality to the top most level in the 
committee 
  composed of IP lawyers, corporate executives, representatives of IP organizations

∎ Current IP Trends & Issues Forum
  - Development of state-of-the-art IP education contents
  - International seminars together with WIPO, KIPO, foreign universities, and top level law firms to 
  understand current IP issues.  
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